The dynamical discrete web (DDW), introduced in recent work of Howitt and Warren, is a system of coalescing simple symmetric one-dimensional random walks which evolve in an extra continuous dynamical time parameter s. The evolution is by independent updating of the underlying Bernoulli variables indexed by discrete space-time that define the discrete web at any fixed s. In this paper, we study the existence of exceptional (random) values of s where the paths of the web do not behave like usual random walks and the Hausdorff dimension of the set of exceptional such s. Our results are motivated by those about exceptional times for dynamical percolation in high dimension by Häggstrom, Peres and Steif, and in dimension two by Schramm and Steif.
Introduction
In this paper, we present a number of results concerning a dynamical version of coalescing random walks, which was recently introduced in [HW07] . Our results concern times of Hausdorff dimension less than one where the system of coalescing walks behaves exceptionally. The results are analogous to and were motivated by the model of dynamical percolation and its exceptional times [HPS97, SS05] . In this section, we define the basic model treated in this paper, which we call the dynamical discrete web (DDW), recall some facts about dynamical percolation, and then briefly describe our main results. The justification for calling this model a discrete web is that there is a natural scaling limit, which is one of our main motivations for analyzing the discrete web (as it is in [HW07] ); we also discuss in this section that scaling limit, which is a dynamical version of the Brownian web (see [A81, TW98, STW00, FINR04] ). A paper is in preparation [NRS07] on the construction of that model, which is closely related to the Brownian net of Sun and Swart [SS06] .
We note that conjectures conerning ways to construct scaling limits of dynamical percolation (in two-dimensional space) appear in [CFN06] . We further note that exceptional times for dynamical versions of random walks in various spatial dimensions have been studied in [BHPS03, Hoff05, AH06] and elsewhere, but these are quite different from the random walks of the DDW, as we note in Subsection 1.3 below.
Coalescing Random Walks And The Dynamical Discrete Web
Let S 0 (t) for t = 1, 2, . . . denote a simple symmetric random walk on Z starting at (0, 0), i.e. at 0 at t = 0. (For real t ≥ 0, we set S 0 (t) = S 0 ([t]), where [t] denotes the integer part of t.) If we also consider other simple symmetric random walks starting from arbitrary points on the even space-time sublattice Z 2 even = {(i, j) ∈ Z 2 : i + j is even }, which are independent of each other except that they coalesce when they meet, that is the system of (one-dimensional) coalescing random walks that is closely related to the one-dimensional (discrete time) voter model (see [H78] ) and may be thought of as a one plus one dimensional directed percolation model.
The percolation structure is highlighted by defining ξ 0 i,j for (i, j) ∈ Z 2 even to be the increment between times j and j + 1 of the random walker at location i at time j. These Bernoulli variables are symmetric and independent and the paths of all the coalescing random walks can be reconstructed by assigning to any point (i, j) an arrow pointing from (i, j) to {i + ξ 0 i,j , j + 1} and considering all the paths starting from arbitrary points in Z 2 even and following the arrows. We note that there is also a set of dual (or backward) paths defined by the same ξ 0 i,j 's with arrows from (i, j + 1) to (i − ξ 0 i,j , j). The collection of all dual paths is a system of backward (in time) coalescing random walks that do not cross any of the forward paths.
The DDW is a very simple stochastic process W s in a new dynamical time parameter s whose distribution at any deterministic s is exactly that of the static coalescing random walk model just described. Specifically, let (ξ) s = (ξ s i,j , (i, j) ∈ Z 2 even ) s∈[0,∞) be a family of independent continuous time cadlag Markov Processes with state space {−1, +1} and rate λ/2 for changing state in either direction, with the initial condition that (ξ 0 i,j , (i, j) ∈ Z 2 even ) is a family of independent Bernoulli random variables with P(ξ k,n (0) = +1) = remarkably, was answered positively by Schramm and Steiff for d = 2 in [SS05] , where they further obtained upper and lower bounds on the Hausdorff dimension (as a subset of the dynamical time axis) of these exceptional times.
Main Results
We apply in this paper the approaches used for dynamical percolation to the dynamical discrete web. Although we restrict attention to one-dimensional random walks whose paths are in two-dimensional space-time and hence analogous to d = 2 dynamical percolation, by considering different possible exceptional phenomena, we use both the high d and d = 2 approaches of [HPS97, SS05] .
A natural initial question was whether there might be exceptional dynamical times s for which the walk from the origin S s (t) is transient (say to +∞). Our first main result (see Theorem 1 in Section 3 below), modeled after the high-d dynamical percolation results, is that there are no such exceptional times. As we explain in Remark 1 in Section 3, a small modification of the proof of Theorem 1 shows that there are also no exceptional times where some pair of walks avoids eventually coalescing.
Our other two main results are modelled after the d = 2 dynamical percolation results.
One of them (see Theorem 2 below) concerns a kind of violation of the Central Limit Theorem, or more accurately a kind of weak subdiffusivity, by the random walk S s (t) for exceptional dynamical times s; namely, that S s (t) ≥ −k − K √ t for all t ≥ 0. The other (see Theorem 3) gives upper and lower bounds on the Hausdorff dimension of these exceptional times, that depend nontrivially on the constant K so that the dimension tends to zero (respectively, one) as K → 0 (respectively, K → ∞). This is strikingly in contrast with the dynamical random walks of [BHPS03] where there are no exceptional times for which the law of the iterated logarithm fails. To explain why the walks of [BHPS03] can behave so differently from those of the discrete web, we note that a single switch in the former case affects only a single increment of the walk while some switches in the discrete web change the path of the walker by a "macroscopic" amount, as discussed in the next subsection on scaling limits -see also Figure 1 where switching has changed one of the paths macroscopically. , 0 ≤ t ≤ 200). The lowest path, say for t greater than about 70, differs "macroscopically" from the others.
By an obvious symmetry argument, there are also exceptional dynamical times s for which S s (t) ≤ k + K √ t. One may ask whether there are exceptional s for which |S s (t)| ≤ k + K √ t. As discussed in Remark 2 below, it can be shown, at least for small K, that there are no such exceptional times. The case of large K is unresolved.
Scaling Limits
There is a natural scaling limit of the (static) coalescing random walks model, the Brownian web (see [A81, TW98, STW00, FINR04] ). Here one does a usual diffusive scaling in which the random walk time t is scaled by δ −1 , and space by ( √ δ) −1 so that the random walk path
scales to a Brownian motion starting from x 0 at time t 0 . The collection of all random walk paths from all space-time starting points scales to a collection of coalescing Brownian motion paths starting from all points of continuum space-time. Now taking the rate of switching to be of order √ δ, rescaling time and space respectively by δ −1 and ( √ δ) −1 , and then letting δ go to 0 leads to a nontrivial limit (W s ) s≥0 , the dynamical Brownian web.
The idea of taking a scaling limit of the dynamical discrete web to obtain a dynamical continuum model is a natural one, which is at the heart of [HW07] , although their approach appears to be somewhat different than the one we had already been taking. Both approaches are closely related to the Brownian net construction of Sun and Swart [SS06] as will be extensively explored in [NRS07] . As we shall discuss in the next subsection, our approach is based on the construction of a certain Poissonian marking of special space-time points of the (static) Brownian web. These are the so-called (1, 2) points where a single Brownian web path enters the point from earlier times and then two paths leave to later times, one to the left and one to the right with exactly one of the those two paths the continuation of the path from earlier time and the other one "newly-born"; see Figure 2 .
Neither the idea of doing a Poissonian marking of special points for the Brownian web nor the idea of using those marked points to construct a scaling limit of a dynamical discrete model is completely new. In particular, we note that a different type of marking (of (0, 2) points) was used in [FINR05] to study the scaling limits of noisy voter models. Also the idea of using marked double points of SLE 6 to construct the scaling limit of two-dimensional dynamical percolation is discussed in [CFN06] . Indeed, one motivation for the proposed marking in the SLE 6 context was the analogy with markings of (1, 2) as well as of (0, 2) points of the Brownian web.
In the dynamical Brownian web W s , one can also consider exceptional dynamical times s where the path S s (t) starting from the origin at continuous time t = 0 behaves differently than an ordinary Brownian motion path. The results of [NRS07] are very similar to those of this paper for the discrete web. Indeed, in some respects, the proofs are simpler since calculations with Brownian motions are often easier than those with random walks. There is however one substantial complication, which is the main focus of [NRS07] and the reason we do not present the dynamical Brownian web exceptional time results already in this paper. That complication is the actual construction of the dynamical Brownian web -a construction that is considerably less trivial than that of the dynamical discrete web, as we explain in the next subsection. 
The Dynamical Brownian Web
At the discrete level the scaling is chosen in such a way that between the dynamical times 0 and s, in a macroscopic box (i.e., one with size of order ( √ δ) −1 × δ −1 in the original lattice), the number of arrows that change direction will be of order δ −1 . The situation can be simplified by focusing on switchings with "macroscopic" effects (i.e., switchings that will lead to a macroscopic alteration of a walker's trajectory in the initial web W 0 ). A priori, one should also consider combinations of switchings that have macroscopic effects, but it turns out (this will be proved rigorously in [NRS07] ) that the probability of macroscopic effects from switching two or more arrows is negligible compared to switching single arrows, and can be neglected.
There is a natural way of characterizing those critical switchings. For example, let us consider the forward (rescaled) path S δ starting from the origin in W 0 and assume that the arrow located at some (S δ (t), t) is orginally oriented to the left. Now we ask whether a switching of this single arrow will alter the path in such a way that the altered path will be to the right of (S δ (t + ∆t) + ∆x, t + ∆t), where (∆x, ∆t) are both positive macroscopic quantities. This will happen if and only if the backward pathŜ δ starting from (S δ (t + ∆t) + ∆x, t + ∆t) hits S δ at time t (more precisely, hits (S δ (t), t + δ) at time t + δ).
More generally, the critical arrows leading to similar alterations are the "contact" points between S δ and the backward pathŜ δ at which a switching occurs on [0, s]. But it is now fairly easy to see what the statistics of such a set of points are. In fact, let m δ (t) be the random variable counting the number of such switchings up to the macroscopic time t. The distribution of m δ (t) is simply given by:
where
As δ → 0, L δ converges to the "local time" L of the forward Brownian path B ∈ W starting from the origin along a backward Brownian pathB starting on the right of the path B (the joint distribution of B andB is analysed in [STW00] and this "local time"
will be defined precisely in [NRS07] ). Further, it is a standard fact that t →
converges to a Poisson process. Hence, m δ (t) will converge to a Poisson process run by the random clock λ sL(t). In other words, this set of points will consist of a two-dimensional (t and s) Poisson point process with intensity measure λ dL × l, where l is Lebesgue measure and dL is the local time measure (note that λ dL × l will be a locally finite measure so that the Poisson process is well defined).
So far, we have only selected the critical switchings inducing a specific type of macroscopic effect. Namely, the ones altering the path B in such a way that a point originally on one side of B will be on the opposite side after switching occurs. But in order to select all the critical arrows leading to any kind of macroscopic changes, we should not only consider a Poisson process run by the local time of a single forward path B against a single backward pathB, but rather a Poisson process run by the "local time of the entire forward web along the entire backward web" multiplied by the intensity λs. In other words, the set of marked points will be a three-dimensional Poisson point process with intensity measure λ L × l, where l is Lebesgue measure (in the variable s) and L is the local time measure of the forward web along the backward web. 1
Since the (1, 2) points of the continuum web are precisely those at which a forward and a backward path meet (see, e.g., [FINR04] ), the measure λ L × l will be supported by this set of points. From our previous description of them, it should be clear that each (1, 2) point has a preferred left or right "direction". For example, a (1, 2) r (right) point is one for which the continuing path (coming in from earlier time) is to the right of the "newly-born" path. Hence, at the continuum level, the analog of an arrow switching will simply be a change of direction of all marked (1, 2) points (see Figure 2 ). The web W s at time s 0 will be "simply" deduced from W 0 by switching the direction of all marked (1, 2) points whose
A last comment concerns the nature of the dependence of the two continuum paths B s (t) and B s ′ (t). These turn out to be a pair of "sticky" Brownian motions, which are independent except when they touch each other. This is one of the major observations in [HW07]; we give a brief derivation of this fact in Section 2 by analyzing pairs of paths in the discrete setting to see what must occur in the continuum scaling limit. In Section 3, we state our main theorem about tameness; i.e., that there are no exceptional dynamical times when the random walkers are transient. We also give there some other results about tameness in two extended remarks -one about non-coalescence and the other about twosided bounds of order √ t. Then in Section 4, we show that there are exceptional dynamical times when the walkers are (weakly) subdiffusive -i.e., have one-sided bounds of order √ t. In Section 5 we derive upper and lower bounds on the Hausdorff dimension of the set of such exceptional dynamical times. Some estimates for random walks that are needed for our arguments are given in Appendix A.
1 Actually, the situation is a bit more complicated since L would not be a locally finite measure -i.e., the set of marked points in space-time is actually dense in R 2 . However, like what is presented in [FINR04] (see p. 11 there), one can add an extra coordinate and lift L to be a σ-finite measure, or equivalently approximate L by a sequence of locally finite measures Ln, do the markings using Ln, and then let n → ∞. The dynamics can be described, equivalently to the definition in Section 1, in the following manner. The initial configuration is set to ξ 0 , but now we place independent Poisson clocks at each site (i, j) that ring at rate λ. Every time clocks ring we toss independent fair coins to decide on the values of ξ i,j after the ring. Statistically the two descriptions are equivalent.
The motivation for this second description is that it leads to a useful representation of the interaction between the discrete webs at different dynamical times s and s ′ > s. In particular, let S s and S s ′ be the walks starting at (0, 0) and defined for times t = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
the directions of the arrows at two distinct sites are independent. On the other hand, if
, then the next steps of the two walks are now correlated. If the clock at the site (S s (t), t) did not ring on [s, s ′ ), then the two paths will coincide at time t + 1. If it rang at least once, then with probability 1 2 they will coincide, and with probabily 1 2 they won't. Let us now define inductively a sequence of pairs of stopping times (τ i , σ i ) with τ 0 = σ 0 = 0 and:
On the interval of integer time [τ i , σ i ], the paths S s , S s ′ coincide and at time σ i they decide to separate with probability 1 2 . In other words, from time σ i , the walkers (S s , S s ′ ) move independently until the next meeting time τ i+1 . Hence, if we skip the intervals of time
behave as two independent random walks (S 1 , S 2 ), while if we skip the intervals {[σ i , τ i+1 )} i , the two walks coincide with a single random walk S 3 . Furthermore, since S 3 is constucted from the arrow configuration at different sites than the ones used to construct (S 1 , S 2 ), it is independent of (S 1 , S 2 ) ; and {σ i − τ i } are i.i.d. random variables
Now, skipping the intervals {[τ i , σ i )} i corresponds to making the random time change t → C(t) with (C) −1 (t) =L(t) + t, and ).
1.L(t) =
while skipping {[σ i , τ i+1 )} i corresponds to making the time change t → t − C(t); i.e.,
where (S 1 , S 2 , S 3 ) are three independent standard random walks. In the following (S 1 ,S 2 ), distributed as (S s , S s ′ ), will be referred to as a pair of sticky random walks.
Sticky Paths In The Scaling Limit
Time and space are respectively rescaled by δ −1 and δ −1/2 and the rate of switching is taken as λ =λ √ δ. From the previous section, the pair of rescaled processes (
where S δ 1 , S δ 2 , S δ 3 are three independent rescaled random walks, and (
converges in distribution to three independent Brownian motions (B 1 , B 2 , B 3 ); andl δ converges in distribution to the local timeL at the origin of |B 1 − B 2 |.
Moreover, as a consequence of the Law of Large Numbers, if we take λ =λ √ δ, withλ of order 1, thenL δ (t) converges to (|s − s ′ |λ) −1L (t). Hence, it should come as no surprise that
where now C −1 (t) = t + (|s − s ′ |λ) −1L (t), which is identical in distribution to a pair of sticky Brownian motions with stickiness parameter (|s − s ′ |λ) −1 (see, e.g., [SS06] ).
We note that for small δ, the locationS δ,s (t), of the path starting from some (x 0 , t 0 ) is, for fixed t, quite discontinuous in s -see Figure 3 .
3 Tameness Theorem 1. Almost surely, all the paths are recurrent for every s.
Proof. In Section 3 of [HPS97] , it is proved that for any homogeneous graph with critical probability p c for percolation and such that θ(p), the probability that (with parameter p) the origin belongs to an infinite cluster, satisfies θ(p) ≤ C(p − p c ) for p ≥ p c , there is almost surely no dynamical time s at which percolation occurs.
In our setting, an entirely parallel argument can be used to show tameness of the dynamical discrete web with respect to recurrence. We discuss this briefly below, pointing to the relevant parts of [HPS97] .
We consider the event A i,j that the walker starting from (i, j) does not visit the site to the left of its starting position, that is, that the path S (i,j) started at (i, j) does not contain any (i − 1, k) with k > j. Letθ(p) be the probability of that event under p -i.e., when the random walk increments are +1 (resp., −1) with probability p (resp., 1 − p). Under the usual coupled construction of the model for p ∈ [0, 1], this event is increasing with p in
is distributed as a right (resp. left) drifting random walk. In particular, it is well known that for p ∈ [1/2, 1]
We now describe the parallel argument alluded to above. LetÑ i,j denote the cardinality of the set {s ∈ [0, 1] :
in Section 3 of [HPS97] . An analogue of Lemma 3.1 there also holds here with the same proof, where here 1/2 is the analogue of p c there, and the analogue of N v,m is the number
and we conclude from (9) that E(Ñ i,j ) < ∞. Analogues of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 also hold with the same proofs for the analogue quantities, and with A i,j replacing the event {v percolates}. We then have that E(Ñ i,j ) = 0, and thus almost surely for every s every walker eventually visits the site to the left of its starting position. The same is of course true of the site to the right of the starting position by symmetry. We conclude that almost surely for every t every walker eventually visits every site in Z (infinitely often). 
Let nowÑ v,v ′ ,m be the number of k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} such that C v,v ′ ,k,m occurs. To show that E(Ñ v,v ′ ) = 0, we analyzeÑ v,v ′ ,m and its related quantities analogously to the analysis ofÑ i,j,m and its related quantities to show that E(Ñ i,j ) = 0. In particular, the fact that 
. This is so because U + ǫ (resp., U − ǫ ) is an increasing (resp., decreasing) event with respect to the basic ξ s (i,j) processes -see, e.g., Lemma 3.3 of [HPS97] for more details. We finally note that by essentially the same arguments one obtains tameness for two-sided bounds of
Existence of Exceptional Times
Let {d(k)} k≥0 be a sequence of positive integers divisible by 4. We construct inductively a sequence of "diffusive" boxes B k in the following manner:
• B 0 is the rectangle with vertices (− • Let z n = (x n , t n ) and z ′′ n be respectively the middle point of the lower edge and the upper right vertex of B n . B n+1 is the rectangle of height d(n + 1) 2 and width d(n + 1) such that z n+1 equals z ′′ n (see Figure 4 ). Let A s k be the event that the path of W s starting at z k is at or to the right of z ′′ k at time t k+1 and that it is never to the left of the left edge ∂ k of the box B k . We would like to prove that for a certain choice of {d(k)}, there exist some exceptional times s at which {A s k } occurs for every k. At those times, this would imply that the path starting from the origin stays to the right of the graphs obtained by patching together the left edges, ∂ k , (see Figure 4) . By the same kind of reasoning used in dynamical percolation [SS05] , to prove that ordinary diffusive behavior does not occur at certain exceptional dynamical times s, it suffices to derive the following lemma, which we do later in this section of the paper.
is the integer part of x) with γ > γ 0 , then
where p is bounded away from 0 when λ is bounded away from ∞.
Let E n be the set of times s on [0, 1] such that n k=0 A s k occurs. The previous lemma implies that P(
(depending on γ) and all t = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Unfortunately, the set of times at which one arrow is (or any finitely many are) oriented to the right (resp., to the left) is not a closed subset of set of all switching times for all ξ s i,j 's. By modifying every ξ s i,j so that for s ′ ∈Ŝ, ξ s ′ i,j = +1 (rather than being right-continuous), each E n is replaced by a closedĒ n ⊇ E n . On the other hand, ∩ ∞ n=1Ē n = ∩ ∞ n=1 E n as a consequence of the fact thatŜ is countable and by independence of the ξ i,j 's no s ′ ∈Ŝ can be exceptional.
The uniformity with respect to small λ in Lemma 1 means that once space and time are diffusively rescaled by δ As a consequence of Lemma 1, we will obtain the following.
Theorem 2. (violation of the CLT)
where S s (·) = S s 1,λ (·) is the path starting at (0, 0) of the dynamical discrete web with switching rate λ =λ √ δ. There exists K < ∞ such that p δ,λ (K,k), the probability to have a nonempty set of exceptional times s in [0, 1] for which S s δ,λ
satisfies the following:
2. Similarly, for anyλ 0 , λ 0 ∈ (0, ∞), there existsk < ∞ such that (11) is valid.
For any fixed
Proof. In the unrescaled coordinates, we take boxes B k as in Lemma 1 with d(k) = 4([
. Then in rescaled coordinates we have boxesB k with (spatial) width 
then we will have∂(t) ≥ −(k + K √ t) for all t ≥ 0 as desired.
The inequality (12) can be rewritten as
Using the boundd(n) ≤ 4 √ δ + γ n /λ on the left-hand side of (13) and the boundsd(j) ≥ γ j /λ on the right-hand side, it follows that in order to verify (13) it suffices to have, for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
Using the elementary bound γ 2n − 1 ≥ γ n (1 − γ −2n ) (for γ ≥ 1), we see that in order to verify (14), it suffices to have, for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
Choosing K = (
2 ) γ+1 γ−1 yields this inequality provided (2k − 4 √ δ)λ − 1 ≥ 0. It is easy to see that for anyk > 0, this will be valid provided λ 0 is small enough andλ 0 is large enough so thatk ≥ 2λ 0 /λ 0 + 1/(2λ 0 ). This and Lemma 1 prove the first claim of the theorem; the second claim, in whichλ 0 and λ 0 are given, follows similarly.
We now turn to the proof of the final claim. We set δ = 1 since essentially the same proof works for any δ > 0. Let T 
is just the translation (from (0, 0) to (j, j)) of T
are independent, it follows that
In particular, if we assume that s → W s δ converges to the dynamical Brownian web (see Subsection 1.5) in some appropriate sense as δ → 0, this shows that the analogue of Theorem 3 (except for the final claim with δ fixed andk = 0) will be valid for the continuum model as well.
We now turn to:
Proof of Lemma 1. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
where A k = A 0 k and the equality is a consequence of the stationarity of s → W s and the independence between the different boxes B k . It is enough to show that the integrand in the last expression of (18) is bounded above by a integrable function on [0, 1] × [0, 1], uniformly in n. The rest of the proof will verify this property. Now, for fixed k and two deterministic times (s, s ′ ), let us rescale space and time respectively by δ −1/2 = d(k) and δ −1 = d(k) 2 . Also, letS δ 1 ,S δ 2 be the paths starting at 1/2 at time 0, defined as the rescaled and translated version of the paths (S 1 , S 2 ) ∈ (W s , W s ′ ) starting at z k , the middle point of the lower segment of the box B k . (S δ 1 ,S δ 2 ) is a pair of sticky rescaled random walks starting at 1/2 at time t = 0 whose statistics (up to a translation of starting point) are described in Equations (5)-(6). 
where K ′ and a are positive constants (independent of λ, s, s ′ and δ).
Proof. In this proof we set ∆ = √ δ λ |s−s ′ | . For any positive α, let S δ i be as in (5)-(6) and let inf
We start by dealing with the first term of the right-hand side of (20). First,
using the independence of the walks S δ i and the equidistribution ofS δ 1 ,S δ 2 , S δ 1 , S δ 2 . The last two terms can be dealt with in a number of ways. For example, in [F73] , it is proved that a sequence of rescaled standard random walks {S δ i } δ and a Brownian MotionB can be constructed on the same probability space in such way that for for any a < 1 4 the quantity P(sup |B − S δ | > δ a ) goes to 0 faster than any power of δ. On this probability space,
where the sup (and inf) are over t ∈ [0, 1]. Since λ|s − s ′ | ≤ 1, we have √ δ ≤ ∆, implying that for α < 1 2 and δ small enough the last terms on the right-hand side of (22) 
where K ′ is a positive constant and α < 1 2 . It only remains to deal with the rest of the terms on the right-hand side of Equation (20).
We will prove that P(A 1 (δ)∩A 2 (δ), S δ 1 (1) < 1−∆ α ) ≤ K ′′ ∆ a ′ ; the other terms can be treated in a similar fashion.
For any β > 0, we have
Lemma 3 below takes care of the second term on the right-hand side of the inequality when 0 < β < 1. On the other hand, sincẽ
we have that
Now, on the event {L δ (1) ≤ ∆ β }, by definition of C δ (t), we have for any t ′ ∈ [0, 1]:
Since C δ (t) ≤ t and C δ is an increasing function, it follows that
By (the L 2 version of) Doob's inequality, we then have
Therefore, taking α < β/2 with 0 < β < 1 gives the desired bound for the second term of the right-hand side of inequality (20) . For the first term of this inequality, we only needed α ∈ (0, 1/2) and the conclusion follows. 
Proof. By the Markov inequality,
Sincel δ (1) converges in distribution to the local time of √ 2B, where B is a standard
Completion of proof of Lemma 1.
, where γ > γ 0 > 2 with γ 0 to be fixed later. By Lemma 2, there exists m small enough such that (19) is valid for
where a and K ′ are as in Lemma 2. The right-hand side of (37) is independent of λ and |s − s ′ | and is finite. Indeed, 0 < inf n P (A n ) since the boxes B k have diffusively scaled sizes and therefore P(A s k ) → P(A) as k → ∞, where A is the event that a Brownian motionB(t) starting at On the other hand,
where b = (37) and (38) we have that for every n
and (39) is uniform in n, this concludes the proof of Lemma 1.
Hausdorff Dimension Of Exceptional Times
In this section, we derive some lower and upper bounds for the set of exceptional dynamical times s ∈ [0, ∞). To simplify notation, the rate of switching λ and the scaling parameter δ will both be taken equal to 1 from now on. However, as in the previous section, it can easily be checked that essentially all the results stated below are again uniform in δ ≤ 1 once space and time and λ are properly rescaled according to δ (see Subsection 1.4). The result that is not uniform as stated is Proposition 1; to have uniformity, k ≥ 0 should be replaced by k ≥ k 0 > 0 for any k 0 > 0.
Definition 1. We say that s is a K-exceptional time if the path (S
starting from the origin at time t = 0 does not cross the moving boundary t → −1 − K √ t.
T (K) is then defined as the set of all K-exceptional times s ∈ [0, ∞).
Clearly, the set consisting of all the K-exceptional times in [0, ∞) is a non-decreasing function of K. Note that in Definition 1, the constant term for the moving boundary is fixed at 1. The next propostion asserts that for fixed K the Hausdorff dimension dim H of the set of exceptional times is unchanged if 1 is replaced by any k ≥ 1. (The remark following the proof of the proposition points out that more can be proved by essentially the same arguments.) We note that as in dynamical percolation (see Sec. 6 of [HPS97] ), dim H (T (K)) is a.s. a constant by the ergodicity in s of the dynamical discrete web.
Proof. By monotonicity in k, it is enough to prove that dim
for k any positive integer. By the same reasoning used to prove the last claim of Theorem 2, the Hausdorff dimension of T 0 (K) is ≥ the Hausdorff dimension of the set of 
) and the conclusion follows.
Remark 3. DefineT (K) to be the set of s such that for some j 0 ≥ 0 and some i 0 ∈ Z, the infimum over n ≥ 0 of
is not hard to see by arguments like those of Proposition 1 that
dim H (T (K)) = dim H (T (K)).
Lower Bound
Proof. Let α < 1 be fixed. Since T (K) increases with K it is enough to show that for K large enough the Hausdorff dimension is at least α.
Consider the random measure σ n , defined as
Borel set E in [0, 1] ( where {A s k } are defined as in Section 4). We define the α-energy of
By identical arguments as in Section 6 of [SS05] , if the expected value of E α (σ n ) is bounded above as n → ∞, then the Hausdorff dimension of the set of exceptional s (in [0, ∞)) for which ∩ ∞ k=0 A s k occurs is at least α. By Fubini's Theorem,
and by (39), we have that 
Upper Bound
We will prove the following proposition.
Furthermore, lim K↑∞ 2( 1 2 − p(K)) = 1 and more significantly lim K↓0 2(
As a consequence of Propositions 1, 2 and 3, we immediately have the following. To prove Proposition 3 we need the two following lemmas. 
Theorem 3. The limits as
where 2p(K) is the real solution in (0, 1) of (44).
and B is a standard Brownian motion. Then for some C = C(k, K) < ∞ and ǫ ≤ 1,
Proof. Let f ǫ be the density of τ ǫ . By the Girsanov Theorem,
where f = f 0 is the density corresponding to a standard Brownian motion. Therefore, since P(τ 0 < ∞) = 1, we have
Integrating by parts, we get that
On the one hand, by Lemma 4,
On the other hand,
The last three displayed equations together easily imply (47).
Proof of Proposition 3.
We are now ready to obtain an upper bound for the Hausdorff dimension of the set of K-exceptional times T (K). Let us partition [0, 1] into intervals of equal length ǫ, and select the intervals containing a K-exceptional time. The union of those is a cover of T (K) and we now estimate the number n(ǫ) of intervals in the cover.
Let U ǫ be the event that there is a time s in [0, ǫ] such that s ∈ T (K). From the full dynamical arrow configuration for all s ∈ [0, ǫ], we construct a static arrow configuration as follows. We declare the static arrow at (i, j) to be right oriented if and only the dynamical arrow is right oriented (i.e., ξ s i,j = +1) at some s ∈ [0, ǫ] (a similar construction was used in Section 3). In this configuration, the path S ǫ starting from the origin and following the arrows is a slightly right-drifting random walk with P(S ǫ (n + 1) − S ǫ (n) = +1) = 1 2 + 1 2 (1 − e −ǫ ). Clearly,
Proposition 4 of Appendix A implies that for any l < 1
and by Lemma 5 it follows that
Hence
By Fatou's Lemma, lim inf ǫ→0 n(ǫ) ǫ 1−2p(K/l) is almost surely bounded, which implies that the Hausdorff dimension of T (K) is bounded above by 2( 
A Some Estimates For Random Walks
Proposition 4. Let B ǫ (t) = B(t) + 2ǫ t, where B is a standard Brownian motion, and let S ǫ be a discrete time simple random walk with drift given by
For K > 0 there exists C > 0 such that for any 0 < l < 1,
We consider S ′ ǫ the discrete time random walk embedded in the drifting Brownian motion B ǫ . Namely, we define inductively a sequence of stopping times T ǫ i and their increments {τ ǫ i = T ǫ i − T ǫ i−1 }, with T ǫ 0 = 0 and
and then we define S ′ ǫ (n) = B ǫ (T ǫ n ). The proof of Proposition 4 will be done by coupling S ′ ǫ and B ǫ in this particular way. Note that S ′ ǫ has a different drift than
ǫ, but rather is (e 4ǫ − 1)/(e 4ǫ − e −4ǫ ) ≈ 1 2 + ǫ. But proving (59) with S ǫ replaced by S ′ ǫ suffices since S ′ ǫ has a larger positive drift than S ǫ . Now, let us consider some variants of B ǫ and S ′ ǫ . Define n(ǫ) = inf{n : T 0 n ≥ ǫ −a }, where a ∈ (0, 2/3), as explained later, andB ǫ is defined as
this is the diffusion obtained by turning on a small drift of magnitude 2ǫ after the stopping time T 0 n(ǫ) . In exactly the same way, we defineT i andτ i forB ǫ (but without the ǫ superscript) and defineS ǫ (n) ≡S a ǫ (n) =B ǫ (T n ). In particular (T i ,τ i ) and (T 0 i , τ 0 i ) coincide for i ≤ n(ǫ). Proposition 4 is an immediate consequence of the next two lemmas. The first relatesS ǫ and the continuous process B ǫ .
Lemma 6. There exists C > 0 such that for any l ′ ∈ (0, 1),
The next lemma relates S ′ ǫ andS ǫ .
Lemma 7. Let S ′ ǫ andS a ǫ ≡S ǫ be as defined above. There exists 0 < a < 1 such that for any l ∈ (0, 1),
Proof of Lemma 6.B ǫ has a smaller positive drift than B ǫ and therefore it is enough to prove (62) with B ǫ replaced byB ǫ .
By construction, for t ∈ [T n ,T n+1 ), |B ǫ (t) −S ǫ (n)| < 1, implying that
Here l is arbitrary in (0, 1). To conclude the argument, we proceed in two parts.
1. The first part is to show that except on a set of probability O(ǫ), K(T n ) 1/2 can be replaced by K(l ′ n) 1/2 in the last expression of (64), with l ′ = l/(2−l) so that l ′ → 1 as l → 1. This will be done essentially by an application of the Law of Large Numbers.
2. Once the above replacement has been made, the desired conclusion follows directly from the correlation inequality of Lemma 8 and the inequality,
where the τ 0 i were defined in (60), with ǫ = 0. Noting that E(τ 0 i ) = 1 and hence E(τ 0 i − l) > 0, the last displayed inequality is a standard fact about sums of i.i.d.
positive mean random variables. In gambling terms, it says that a gambler with a slight advantage has a strictly positive probability of never falling behind.
It remains to justify the first part, for which it is enough to prove that, up to an error of at most O(ǫ), on the event {∀n ≤ n(ǫ),T n ≡ n i=1τ i ≥ n l}, the inequality n i=1τ i > l ′ n is actually valid for all n. For n > n(ǫ), theτ i are the exit times τ ǫ i of Brownian motion with a small drift ǫ. Clearly, E(τ ǫ i ) → E(τ 0 i ) = 1 as ǫ → 0. By the Law of Large Numbers and standard large deviation estimates, we can assume that n(ǫ) is in [l ǫ −a , (1/l) ǫ −a ] and show that the event
occurs, except on a set of probability O(ǫ). Hence, up to this error, on the event {∀n ≤ n(ǫ), n i=1τ i ≥ n l}, the inequality n i=1τ i ≥ n l can be extended from all n ≤ n(ǫ) also to all n > n(ǫ) + (1 − l)n(ǫ). Hence, it only remains to control the indices n in {n(ǫ) + 1, ..., n(ǫ) + [(1 − l)n(ǫ)]}. Sinceτ 1 + ... +τ n(ǫ) ≥ n(ǫ)l, we get that for any such n, τ 1 + ... +τ n ≥ n(ǫ)l = l n n(ǫ) n ≥ l 1 + (1 − l) n = l ′ n .
This completes the proof of Lemma 6
Lemma 8.
P(∀n,S ǫ (n) ≥ −1 − K √ l ′ n 1 2 and ∀n ≤ n(ǫ),
Proof of Lemma 8. This result is a consequence of the FKG inequality for independent random variables. The variables {τ 0 i ≡ T 0 i − T 0 i−1 } (see (60)) and S 0 = S ′ 0 are completely independent, since in the case of a standard Brownian motion, knowing the exit time from the interval [−1, 1] does not give any information about the exit location. Hence, given n(ǫ),S ǫ (n) behaves as a usual symmetric simple random walk for n ≤ n(ǫ). Thereafter the walk has a small positive drift to the right. This suggests that the indicator of the event {∀n,S ǫ (n) ≥ −1 − K √ l ′ n 1 2 } can be expressed as a nondecreasing function of {τ 0 i } (and some other variables to be determined) since the larger {τ 0 i } is, the smaller n(ǫ) will be, inducing more drift forS ǫ . To make this more precise, we will couple S ′ 0 , S ′ ǫ andS ǫ . The coupling involves the mutually independent (0, 
The coupling is not via a Brownian motion but rather is given in terms of our independent variables by
andS
It is clear now that the above suggestion about the nondecreasing nature of the event in question is indeed valid. Since the other event, {∀n ≤ n(ǫ), n i=1τ i ≥ n l} is clearly nondecreasing with τ 0 i , the claim of Lemma 8 follows by the FKG inequality. Proof of Lemma 7. Let us condition on n(ǫ). We use the coupling ofS ǫ =S a ǫ and S ′ ǫ just discussed. Now
and we need to prove that the last term is of order ǫ for a suitable choice of the exponent a (where ǫ −a is the time threshold at whichS ǫ starts drifting).
First,
Denoting by k i the solution of i = K(1 − l) √ k i , we will show by induction on i that as ǫ → 0, P(for some n ∈ (0,
Assuming this has been proved, we let N be such that k N ≤ n(ǫ)≤ k N −1 , and (72) then implies that P(for some n ∈ (0, n(ǫ)], S ′ ǫ (n) −S ǫ (n) ≥ K(1 − l)n 
Since we can assume by the Law of Large Numbers that lǫ −a ≤ n(ǫ) ≤ ǫ −a /l, taking a < 2 3
implies that ǫ 2 n(ǫ) 3 2 = O(ǫ), and we get that the last term of (71) is O(ǫ). Note that everything was done independently of n(ǫ) (except that lǫ −a ≤ n(ǫ) ≤ ǫ −a /l). Therefore, summing over the possible values of n(ǫ) would finish the proof. Next, assuming that (72) is valid up to i, we have
and for some n ∈ (k i , k i+1 ], S ′ ǫ (n) −S ǫ (n) ≥ K(1 − l) √ n) .
We need to bound the last term of this inequality. Since on (k i , k i+1 ] we have (1 − l)K √ n ∈ (i, i+1] (by the definition of k i ), and since S ′ ǫ −S ǫ only takes integer value, if S ′ ǫ (n)−S ǫ (n) ≥ K(1 − l) √ n, then S ′ ǫ (k i+1 ) −S ǫ (k i+1 ) ≥ i + 1. On the other hand, S ′ ǫ (k i ) −S ǫ (k i ) < i, and then our process has to jump at least twice on (k i , k i+1 ]. But this probability is bounded by a term of order (k i+1 − k i ) 2 ǫ 2 and (72) follows. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.
